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Spatiaalisten toimintaerojen selvittämiseen työssä esitellään uusi segmentoitu kennorakenne. Tutkimuksissa havaittiin, että kennoissa on
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1 Introduction
1.1

Why Photovoltaics?

One-fourth of the world’s population does not have access to electricity [1]. In addition,
both the world population and energy consumption are constantly growing. The
growing needs of electricity cannot be fulfilled with fossil fuels in a sustainable way:
Firstly, oil and natural gas reserves are limited. Secondly, coal resources are excessive,
but their use produces large CO2 emissions, the capture of which is still expensive.
Thirdly, nuclear power is practically CO2 free, but there are serious questions with the
disposal of the nuclear waste, nuclear proliferation, and safe operation. To solve this
situation, the share of renewable energy needs to be increased. Being a local energy
source, renewable energy addresses most energy security and sustainability concerns.
Some of the renewable energy resources, such as hydroelectric power, wind power, and
geothermal energy, are largely dependent on site conditions and their use is thus limited.
Biofuels seem to be in a collision course with food supply; the use of land and water for
biomass crop may severely conflict with cultivation of edible crops. Contrary to those,
solar energy is spatially one of the most evenly distributed energy source and,
conveniently, its potential is largest in the areas where the energy consumption is
growing fastest. Photovoltaic conversion (PV) is perhaps the most elegant electricity
production technology since PV modules do not contain any moving components. The
absence of moving parts in PV modules results in advantages such as a very long
lifetime and low maintenance requirements. The main remaining challenge with solar
energy is the cost.
Learning curve forecasts show that the price reduction of PV could be faster compared
to the other renewables [2]. In many energy scenarios, the proportion of solar energy is
estimated to grow enormously in the coming decades. For instance, in the recent Shell
Scenario [3], the share of solar energy of all primary energy is estimated to be 10 % in
2050. Efforts are, however, required to realize these predictions. Most of the present PV
is based on single or multicrystalline silicon and in the preparation, large amounts of
ultra-pure and expensive silicon is required. Thin film PV, such as copper-indiumgallium selenide (CIGS) or amorphous silicon, needs a much smaller amount of
photoactive materials and they can be deposited on larger surfaces than the traditional
silicon cells. However, to speed up the implementation of solar energy radically,
cheaper PV technologies need to be developed and introduced to the market. Therefore
the study of next generation PV, such as dye solar cells and polymer cells based on
novel physical structures, is highly motivated. These next generation PV cells are
prepared mainly from inexpensive materials and with some material combinations even
roll-to-roll mass production is feasible.
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1.2

Background and Scope of This Study

The aim of dye solar cells (DSC) is to provide a cheaper alternative to conventional
solar cells; the manufacturing methods of DSCs are rather simple and the materials are
cheap and their availability is good. DSCs have traditionally been deposited on glass
substrates with a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) coating. These are in fact the most
expensive DSC components [4]. In addition, the rigidness and fragility of the glass
substrates cause restrictions to the production by requiring batch processing. To enable
roll-to-toll mass production and to reduce the costs, the use of flexible substrates such as
metals and polymers has been introduced. For instance, stainless steel has been
estimated to be even 25 % cheaper than TCO glass [5].
The use of alternative substrates is interesting also from the applications point of view.
Due to the large variety of cell colors available, DSCs have important advantages also
in architectural applications and design products. Semi-transparent DSCs prepared on
plastics could be used e.g. as transferable façade elements which could be fastened to a
window. With such elements, the exterior and interior design could be easily altered.
DSCs prepared on metal could serve, for instance, as a roofing material.
The selection of suitable metal substrates is severely limited by the stability: most
metals, for instance copper, corrode in the iodine containing DSC electrolyte [6-8].
Stainless steel (StS) is the cheapest metal which has passed electrolyte soaking tests [68]. The conductivity of StS is superior compared to TCO as it is four orders of
magnitude larger [6, 7], even though StS is not even a highly conducting metal.
Metal substrates were first employed as counter electrode (CE) substrates [6-8] since it
is optically beneficial to use a transparent substrate, plastic in flexible cells, as a
photoelectrode (PE) substrate. The plastic substrates, however, require low temperature
processing and these methods have not been as successful as high temperature sintering
in the PE preparation [9-10].
There are, however, several good low temperature techniques, such as chemical
deposition [11] and sputtering, for the preparation of a high performance CE. Since
metal substrates withstand high temperatures, placing metals on the PE and plastics on
the CE has become a popular cell configuration [11-13]. In the metal PE setup, there are
additional optical losses because the light has to also penetrate the CE and the bulk
electrolyte.
The purpose of this study is to determine the performance and stability limiting factors
in flexible DSCs. The focus is on the issues specific for the flexible DSCs, in particular
stainless steel based DSCs. From the issues that concern the DSCs field in general, only
those previously unknown are covered. In other words, the aim of this thesis is to find
the most important questions related to the flexible DSCs.
In this contribution, the cell design starts from the substrates: stainless steel and indium
tin oxide coated poly(ethylene terephalate) (ITO-PET) plastic. The substrate centered
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approach is chosen because the substrates largely determine the preparation of the other
cell components. The study begins with the examination of the charge transfer between
the substrate and other cell components. From there, the study is expanded to the
optimization of other cell components. Then, the up-scaling issues, such as spatial
performance distribution and current collection, are covered. Finally, the lifetime of the
stainless steel based DSCs is examined.

1.3

Outline of This Thesis

The thesis is divided into five chapters. In Chapter 1, the introduction, the motivation,
and the background for this study are presented. The basics of dye solar cells are
discussed in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the experimental methods are described and there
the novel segmented cell configuration as well as electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy measurements are discussed in detail. The results are presented in Chapter
4. In addition to the short review of the state of the art in Chapter 1, a more detailed
literary review on each studied subject is given in the results section (Chapter 4). The
conclusions are presented in Chapter 5. The thesis is based on the six original
Publications listed on page 13.
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2 Basics of Dye Solar Cells
2.1

Operating Principles of Dye Solar Cells

The schematics of the conventional DSCs are illustrated in Figure 2.1. In DSCs, the dye
transfers the energy of photons to electrons. In the photoexcitation, an electron leaps
from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) of the dye. The energy gap Eg between HOMO and LUMO
energy levels defines the maximum absorption wavelength for photoexcitation. Only the
amount Eg of the photon energy can be used and therefore the theoretical maximum
voltage of the cell is Eg/e.
The dye molecules are attached to a nanoporous TiO2 film which has a very large
surface area. The excited electrons are injected to the TiO2 conducting band. The
electrons travel by diffusion through the nanocrystalline TiO2 to the conducting surface
of the substrate. The preceding materials form together the photoelectrode (PE) which is
the anode of the cell. In practice, the maximum voltage of a DSC is determined by the
redox potential of the electrolyte and the Fermi level of the TiO2 film as indicated in
Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1

The structure of a conventional DSC and the energy level scheme (not in
scale). Modified from the one presented in literature [14].
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The conducting surface of the anode is connected through an external load to the
cathode which is also called the counter electrode (CE). Typically, a CE consists of a
conductive substrate coated with a catalyst layer, most commonly Pt. The catalyst
accelerates the reaction in which tri-iodide (I 3− ) is reduced to iodide (I-) ions:
I 3− + 2e − → 3I −

(1)

The I- ions diffuse to the PE where the dye accepts electrons from them and oxidizes
them back to I3- ions. In the ideal operation of a DSC, no permanent chemical
transformations take place.

2.2

Photovoltaic Characteristics

The photovoltaic performance of a solar cell can be defined from a current density voltage (i-V) curve. The i-V measurements are performed with a solar simulator
typically in Standard Reporting Conditions (SRC) which refer to 1000 W/m2 light
intensity with AM1.5G spectra at 25 °C. The main photovoltaic performance
characteristics of a solar cell are the open circuit voltage VOC, the short-circuit current
density iSC, the fill factor FF, and the conversion efficiency η. VOC is measured with
zero current, and iSC with zero voltage as shown in Figure 2.2. Note that in the
Publications, the sign of VOC changes according to the focus of the Publication; when
the focus is on electrochemical characteristics, negative VOC values are given, and when
it is on cell performance in general, positive VOC values are shown. The maximum
power point (MPP) and the corresponding voltage VMPP and current density iMPP are also
marked in Figure 2.2. FF, which describes the squareness of the i-V curve, is defined as

FF =

VMPP ⋅ i MPP
.
VOC ⋅ i SC

(2)

Knowing also the power of incident illumination to the active area of the cell Pin, η can
be determined

η=

VMPP ⋅ i MPP FF ⋅ VOC ⋅ i SC
=
.
Pin
Pin
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(3)
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Figure 2.2

i-V curve of a solar cell.
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3 Experimental Methods
In this work, the test samples were mainly different types of DSCs. In addition to
complete solar cells, also other cell types were prepared to study a specific cell
component. Substrate – counter electrode (SU-CE) cells were made to investigate the
PE substrate performance, namely, recombination from the PE substrate. Counter
electrode – counter electrode (CE-CE) cells were used in the study of the charge transfer
at the CE and in the electrolyte. The structure schematics of the different cell types are
illustrated in Figure 3.1. New segmented cell configurations were introduced to the
study of spatial performance distribution and to the factoring of aging mechanisms. The
segmented cells are discussed in Chapter 3.1. The details of the cell preparation are
given in the Publications.
The measurement techniques in this work were mostly electrochemical: A standard
technique is photovoltaic characterization with a solar simulator in SRC. Polarization
also known as i-V measurements were conducted also in dark to determine e.g. the i-V
curves of the SU-CE cells. Open circuit voltage decay (OCVD) [15] measurements
were performed in Publications I-IV to study the electron lifetime at the PE.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a powerful tool for the separation of
the electrochemical performance of different cell components and therefore it was used
widely in the Publications. An important methodological aspect of this work is to show
how quantitative comparison of the data of different cells can be made. Further
discussion of the EIS measurements is presented in Chapter 3.2.
Some optical measurements were also made, mainly for the analysis of CEs described in
Publication VI. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) combined with element analysis,
energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) (Publications IV-V), crystal structure
analysis, and electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) (Publication II) was also
employed. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were also made in Publication II.
The specifics of the measurement equipment and the measurement parameters are given
in the Publications.

SU-CE cell

Solar cell
Substrate

Substrate

Figure 3.1

Dyed TiO2
Electrolyte
Catalyst

Substrate

Substrate

CE-CE cell
Dye
Electrolyte
Catalyst

Substrate

Substrate
Substrate

Catalyst
Electrolyte
Catalyst

The structure of a solar cell, a SU-CE cell, and a CE-CE cell.
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3.1

Segmented Cell Design

Segmented cells are divided to electrically isolated compartments sharing the same
electrolyte. Some segmented structures have been used prior to this study, for instance,
as an internal reference electrode [16]. In this contribution, new segmented cell designs
were introduced for the examination of spatial performance distribution and aging.

3.1.1

Segmented cell for studying spatial performance distribution

Spatial performance distribution in DSCs has previously been studied with spatially
resolved photocurrent imaging [17-19], which, according to its name, provides the
distribution of iSC. The most significant advantage of the segmented cell method is that
it gives the spatial distribution of all the photovoltaic characteristics.
Here, 2-segment cells and 4-segment cells (Figure 3.2) were employed. The
performance of the individual segments was compared to the performance of single
cells with similar active area. Figure 3.2 shows a reference single cell for a 4-segment
cell. The segments of the 2-segment cells were geometrically completely symmetric
contrary to the segments of the 4-segment cells. In the 4-segment cells, there is
asymmetry between the middle and the outer segments; for instance, the amount of
electrolyte surrounding the active area is different. Hence, the 2-segment cells are better
suited for quantitative analysis than the 4-segment cells. The 4-segment cells show,
however, the trends in the spatial distribution in more detail since increasing the number
of segments results in higher resolution. Further specifics of the segmented cell
structure for the spatial distribution studies are given in Publication III.

Electrolyte in

1

Filling hole
Dyed TiO2 layer

2
Electrolyte

3
4

Figure 3.2

Spacer
Current collector

On the left schematics of a four segment cell and on the right a picture of a
4-segment cell and a single reference cell.
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3.1.2

Segmented cell for aging studies

In aging studies the segmented cells can detect changes that are related to or transmitted
by the electrolyte. This is because as the segments are sharing the electrolyte layer,
changes in the electrolyte in one segment should cause changes in the other as well. An
important benefit of using the segmented cells method compared to most of the
spectroscopic analysis methods is that it does not require dismantling of the cell, which
enables continuous examination of the degradation.
In Publication IV, the time constant for the segment cell, i.e. the period of time in which
the segments should affect each other, is derived with both experiments and
calculations. Both techniques indicated that the constant for the segmented cell design
employed in Publication IV was approximately 1 day. It should be noted that changes in
the cell geometry and in the electrolyte composition, mainly the viscosity of the solvent,
affect the time constant.
The segmented cell technique has some limitations: The studied materials must be
freely moving in the electrolyte so that changes related to them may be seen in all the
segments. In other words, if the adsorption of the studied material is much faster
compared its diffusion, it adsorbs to the surfaces of the segment where it originates
never reaching the other segments. For instance, according to Publication III, 4-tertbutylpyridine does not move freely but causes changes in the spatial performance
distribution.
Another limitation is related to charge transfer: when current is driven through a
segment, the electrolyte in the other segments may take part in the charge transfer
process. This feature complicates comparison of the segmented cell performance to that
of the small single cells. According to our measurements, this becomes a problem
mainly in long measurements. If a segment is polarized for a long period of time, e.g. an
hour, large visible changes in the electrolyte color due to the shift of I3- may be seen.
The i-V measurements performed in the Publications III and IV were short, about 1
minute, which is why this effect did not impact the results. The reliability of the data
could be confirmed, for instance, by changing the measurement sequence of the
segments and checking that it did not affect the results.

3.2

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy

In the EIS measurements, impedance components with different time constants appear
at different frequencies and hence their response can be separated. In practice, the EIS
measurements are carried out at an i-V point (DC) by applying a small amplitude
alternating voltage to the test sample and measuring the current response. EIS spectrum
is achieved by varying the frequency of the alternating voltage. In practice, the EIS
spectrum shows the derivative of the selected i-V point (DC) divided to different
components.
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3.2.1

EIS analysis of solar dye cells

In EIS analysis, an equivalent circuit, which describes the different parts of the test
sample with electrical components, is fitted to the measured EIS spectrum. The
difficulty of the EIS analysis lies in the fact that an infinite number of circuits can be
fitted well to an EIS spectrum. In order to get physically relevant data from the fitting,
great care needs to be given to the construction of the equivalent circuit.
A complete equivalent circuit model of a DSC is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The model is
similar to the one presented by Fabregat-Santiago et al. [20, 21]. In the circuit, constant
phase elements (CPE) are used instead of pure capacitors since a CPE corresponds to a
realistic electrode with an uneven and porous surface. A pure capacitor would describe a
completely homogenous and even electrode surface. The equivalent circuit of a DSC
shown in Figure 3.3 reduces to simpler circuits at different voltages as described in
literature [20]. The different ways to understand the data at different voltages are
discussed in Publications I and II.
The components of the equivalent circuit model presented in Figure 3.3:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Rs is the ohmic series resistance caused mainly by sheet resistance of the
substrates.
CPESU and RSU are the CPE and charge transfer resistance at the PE
substrate/electrolyte interface.
CPECO and RCO are the CPE and charge transfer resistance at the PE
substrate/porous TiO2 interface. In Publication II, also the response caused by a
blocking layer between the substrate and the porous TiO2 layer are included in
CPECO and RCO.
Rt (= rtd) is the electron transport resistance in the TiO2 layer and d is the
thickness of the TiO2 layer.
CPECT (= cpeCT/d) and RCT (= rCT/d) are the CPE and the charge transfer
resistance at the TiO2/electrolyte interface.
Zd is the mass transfer impedance at the CE due to ionic diffusion in the
electrolyte.
CPECE and RCE are the CPE and charge transfer resistance at the CE/electrolyte
interface.
Substrate RCO

rt

rt

r CT

r CT

TiO2

rt

Electrolyte

Substrate
Pt

Rs

CPECO

cpeCT

RSU

rCT
cpeCT

cpeCT

RCE
Zd

CPESU

Figure 3.3

CPECE

A general equivalent circuit model of a DSC modified from the ones
previously presented [20, 21].
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Rs, RCO, Rt, Zd, and RCE impede the charge transport which relates to the proper
operation of a DSC. In practice, they reduce the fill factor and thus also the cell
efficiency. In a good DSC, these resistances are small. The recombination resistances
RCT and RSU should on the contrary be as large as possible since they resist the current
leakage from the PE to the electrolyte. A low recombination resistance decreases mostly
VOC which again results in losses in η.
The impedance spectra are usually plotted as so called Nyquist and Bode plots. In the
Nyquist plot the real and imaginary impedance parts are plotted in a complex plane
(Figure 3.4). The Bode plot shows the real and imaginary impedance as a function of
frequency (Figure 3.5).
A typical DSC response at high negative voltages shows two arcs in the Nyquist plot
(Figure 3.4) and two peaks in the Bode plot (Figure 3.5). Arcs and peaks refer to
constant phase element – resistor -pairs. Commonly, the RCE and CPECE pair results in
one arc in Figure 3.4 and a peak in the kHz range as in Figure 3.5. RCT and CPECT cause
another arc (Figure 3.4) and a peak in the low frequency range at about 10 Hz (Figure
3.5). The electrolyte diffusion causes a Warburg element Zd which shows in the mHz
range [22] and it is overlapped by the RCT and CPECT pair in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. The
ohmic series resistance Rs does not have a capacitive component and therefore its value
can be read directly from the real impedance axis at the high frequency end of the
spectrum (Figure 3.4).
The effective electron lifetime τeff is useful quantity when studying recombination from
the PE to the electrolyte. τeff can be determined from the frequency of the PE peak
(Figure 3.5) with the following relation [22]:

τ eff =

1
,
2π f min

(4)

where fmin is the frequency of the minimum value of the PE peak. As the recombination
increases, the PE peak moves to higher frequencies.

Figure 3.4

Nyquist plot of a dye solar cell.
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Figure 3.5

Bode plot of a solar cell. E = electrolyte, PE = photoelectrode, CE = counter
electrode.

τeff can also be calculated from the PE equivalent circuit parameters [23]:
1

τ eff = ( RCT ⋅ Q) .
β

(5)

where Q is the CPECT pre-factor and β is the CPECT exponent in the equation which
describes the impedance of the constant phase element ZCPE
Z CPE =

1

Q ⋅ ( j ⋅ω)

β

,

(6)

where ω is the angular frequency and j is the imaginary unit. Factor β takes into account
the porosity and unevenness of a realistic electrode surface which results in dispersion
in the R and C values. In the case of a pure capacitor, resistor - capacitor pair results in a
perfect semi-circle which corresponds to situation in which β is 1. The dispersion of the
values shows as flattening of the semi-circle in Nyquist plots such as in Figure 3.4. In
practice β is regarded as an empirical factor and used only to improve fitting accuracy.
In addition to EIS, τeff can also be determined with transient techniques, such as open
circuit voltage decay (OCVD) [15]. In the OCVD, the cell is first illuminated, then the
light is switched off and the decrease of VOC is measured. τeff can be calculated from the
time derivative of VOC with following equation [15]:

τ eff = −

k BT  dVOC 


e  dt 
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−1

(7)

where t is the time, kB is the Boltzmann coefficient, T is the temperature, and e is the
elementary charge. The advantage of OCVD is that τeff can be obtained easily and
quickly over large voltage range (Figure 3.6). τeff values determined with OCVD and
EIS were found to have quite good comparability as can be seen from Figure 3.6b and
as shown in Publication I.
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a) The raw data of the OCVD measurement and b) τeff values determined
with EIS and OCVD measured from a glass cell.

Quantitative analysis of EIS response

The conventional way to make EIS measurements is under illumination at open circuit
(OC). A downside of this method is that it gives the cell performance only at one point
which does not give a comprehensive view of the cell performance. In addition,
quantitative comparison of the recombination resistances at the PE/electrolyte interface
in different cells is feasible only if they are compared in the same state meaning same
VOC. This is problematic since VOC typically varies from cell to cell. Since RCT depends
exponentially on the voltage, even some tens of mV difference in VOC will cause a clear
difference in RCT. That is to say, a direct comparison of RCT in different cells with
different VOC leads to false conclusions. An example of a good cell and a poor cell may
clarify this issue: The good cell has smaller recombination losses and higher VOC than
the poor cell. Due to the exponential dependence on the voltage, the EIS measurement
at OC typically gives a larger RCT to the lower VOC. It would be erroneous to conclude
that the cell with the smaller recombination resistance at OC would have higher
recombination losses in general.
A more complete picture of the cell performance is gained if the EIS is measured as a
function of voltage as shown in literature [20]. The measurements at different voltages
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are commonly conducted in the dark as function of external voltage. Continuing from
the same good cell – poor cell comparison, the good cell will more likely show a larger
RCT than the poor cell at a given voltage. When the comparison is made this way, the
result is understandable: the good cell suffers less from the recombination losses.
The external cell voltage is divided differently between different cell components at
different voltages. If a single cell component is examined, it should be studied as
function of voltage over that particular component to gain quantitative comparison. The
voltage over a single electrode can be calculated with the EIS data measured in a two
electrode mode as first shown by Fabregat-Santiago et al. [21]. In Publication I, it is
illustrated in detail how the polarization curve of a single electrode can be determined.
The method is based on analyzing the EIS data as function of cell current instead of cell
voltage. The voltage over a single electrode can also be measured with a proper
reference electrode (three electrode measurement) [24, 25]. The application of such a
reference electrode into a 20 µm thick cell is, however, very challenging.
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4 Results and Discussion
The charge transfer at the different interfaces of the substrates is studied in Chapter 4.1.
In Chapter 4.2, the study is expanded by studying the cell cross section layer by layer.
In Chapter 4.3, the up-scaling issues are examined. Finally, in Chapter 4.4, stability
analysis of the DSCs on StS is made.

4.1
4.1.1

Electrochemical Characteristics of Substrates
Charge transfer from the substrate to the electrolyte (Publications
I and II)

Depending on which electrode is prepared on the substrate, either a very small or very
large charge transfer resistance between the substrate and the electrolyte is desired. In
the case of a CE, a small charge transfer resistance at the substrate would be preferred.
If the resistance is small enough, no catalyst layer is needed on the CE substrate. This is,
however, rarely the case and a catalyst layer is required to reach low charge transfer
resistance at the CE. For instance, Toivola et al. reported Rct of 1013 Ω·cm2 for plain StS
CE while a properly working CE should result in Rct about 10 Ω·cm2 [8].
Contrary to the situation at the CE, a large charge transfer resistance at the PE substrate
/electrolyte interface RSU is needed to minimize the current leakage i.e. recombination
from the substrate to the electrolyte. In Publication I, the electron recombination from
the StS PE substrate was studied and it was shown to be approximately an order of
magnitude smaller than that from the FTO-glass substrates. Hence, in regard of
recombination StS is a better PE substrate compared to FTO-glass. In Publication II, the
recombination from ITO-PET substrate was detected to be similar to that from FTOglass.
The effect of the recombination from FTO-glass on η is typically insignificant at high
light intensities (~1 sun) [26, 27]. In Publication II, this result was again confirmed for
FTO-glass and shown to apply also for ITO-PET. Logically, the same should apply for
StS as well, because of the even lower leakage current compared to FTO-glass.
Previously, thin (1-200 nm) compact TiO2 blocking layers have been made typically
with spray pyrolysis or sputtering [26-29]. In Publication II, a new method for the
blocking layer preparation, atomic layer deposition (ALD), was tested in the preparation
of compact TiO2 layers. At low light intensities, recombination was detected significant
for both FTO-glass and ITO-PET; for instance, 4 nm ALD TiO2 layer on ITO-PET
increased VOC 50 % at low light intensities as Figure 4.1 indicates (Publication II).
Similar results have been reported in literature for FTO-glass based cells [26, 27].
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Figure 4.1

VOC as a function of iSC in the ITO-PET cells with and without a
recombination blocking layer. Data is from Publication II.

In conclusion, the use of blocking layers does no appear to be beneficial in outdoor
applications, such as in roofing or façades, which are typically exposed to quite high
light intensities. In indoor applications on the other hand, the blocking layers appear to
be very useful. Note that the results presented above are gained with a standard liquid
type electrolyte and the recombination from the substrate has been reported to be larger
in the cells filled with ionic liquid electrolyte [30].

4.1.2

Charge transfer from the substrate to the other electrode
components (Publications I and II)

Efficient charge transfer from the substrate to the other parts of the electrode is
important but seldom discussed characteristic. In Publication II, the charge transfer
resistance at the high frequencies was multiple times larger in the case of DSCs with
ITO-PET substrate and also with some of the blocking layers compared to that in
normal glass cells. The enlarged resistance was attributed namely to the presence of the
charge transfer resistance between the substrate and the porous TiO2 layer RCO. In some
cases at high light intensities, the use of a blocking layer resulted in a larger negative
effect due to increased RCO compared to the positive effect caused by the smaller
recombination as presented in Publication II. Hence, it is advisable to examine RCO in
particular when studying the influence of a blocking layer.
The detection of RCO is not as straightforward as that of other DSC impedance
components: Firstly, in Publication II as in the previous ones [21, 31], RCE overlapped
RCO. Without a duly quantitative comparison, the presence of RCO could have not been
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confirmed in any of these studies. Secondly, RCO was not a constant but changed
significantly as a function of current (and voltage) (Publication II). In practice, if EIS
measurements are made only at one high voltage, such as under illumination at VOC, RCO
might be too small to be seen and thus easily missed even if it would be highly
significant at smaller voltages. Hence, it is good to make several EIS measurements as
function of voltage (or current) and compare the studied impedance component as a
function of current as suggested in Publication I and illustrated for the charge transfer at
high frequencies in Publication II to quantitatively decouple separate the effects caused
by different cell components.
Only the charge transfer at the PE was considered above. In principal, similar charge
transfer problems could also occur at CE between the substrate and the catalyst. Such
interfacial resistance might explain, for instance, why thermally platinized StS CE has
poorer performance compared to similarly prepared FTO-glass CE (data presented in
Publication I).

4.2

Optimization of Cell Structure

The structures of the different types of flexible DSCs are presented in Figure 4.2. DSCs
with CE on stainless steel (StS CE) and DSCs completely on plastics are illuminated so
that the light comes directly to the PE, similar to the situation in the conventional glass
cells. These cell types are hereafter called as the PE illuminated cells. The cells with a
non-transparent PE substrate, to which the light comes through the CE, such as the StS
PE cells, are referred to as the CE illuminated cells.
The optimization of the PE and the CE illuminated cells differs greatly. For instance, in
the former case an opaque CE can be used whereas in the latter case a transparent or at
least a semi-transparent one is required. The characteristics and optimization of the CE
catalyst layer, the electrolyte, and the dyed TiO2 layer are discussed in Chapters 4.2.14.2.3. Although, the optimization of the TiO2 layer thickness was not examined in the
Publications, the issues affecting it are briefly discussed in Chapter 4.2.3 for the sake of
completeness. Here, the optimization focuses on the CE illuminated cells since the
optimization of the PE illuminated cells has been studied widely in the literature, in fact
the majority of the publications about DSCs aims to improve the standard type PE
illuminated glass cells.

StS CE cell

StS PE cell
TCO plastic

StS

Figure 4.2

Catalyst
Electrolyte
Dyed TiO2

TCO plastic

StS

Plastic cell
Dyed TiO2
Electrolyte
Catalyst

TCO plastic

TCO plastic

Dyed TiO2
Electrolyte
Catalyst

The structure of a StS PE cell, a StS CE cell, and a plastic cell.
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The study of the performance of the CE, the electrolyte, and the PE were all found
important: The charge transfer in the TiO2 was particularly important in those PEs
prepared with low temperature methods as shown in Publication II. For the StS PE and
the standard glass cells prepared for Publication I, it was calculated that the losses
caused by RCE, Zd, and Rs were of similar magnitude, and further action should be taken
to reduce them all. Interestingly, the sum of RCE, Zd, and Rs remained approximately
constant as a function of cell current. This is because the changes in the values of RCE
and Zd canceled each other out: when increasing the current through the cell, the losses
caused by RCE decreased whereas losses by Zd decreased. As a result, the combined
effect of RCE, Zd, and Rs to the i-V curves did not differ from that of large Rs. This is an
important issue to realize also in the preparation and validation of DSC models.

4.2.1

Counter electrode catalyst layer (Publications I and VI)

The most important characteristic of a good catalyst layer is a small charge transfer
resistance from the CE to the electrolyte, RCE. Commonly used high performance
catalyst materials are Pt and carbon black. Indeed, the highest StS CE cell performance
(9.15 %) has been reached with carbon black as catalyst layer [33]. In the CE
illuminated DSCs, such as the StS PE cells, high enough transmittance of the CE is
equally important. For instance, porous carbon black catalyst layers cannot be used in
the CE illuminated cells, because they are practically non-transparent.
In Publication VI, a series of different semi-transparent catalyst layers for the CE
illuminated cells were tested. The studied catalyst materials were Pt and conducting
polymers PEDOT-TsO and PEDOT-PSS and they were deposited using different
methods. Optimization was done between the transmittance and the efficient charge
transfer since typically a decrease in the catalyst layer thickness improves the former
but decreases the latter. In Publication VI, the highest η of the CE illuminated cells was
reached with 2-3 nm layer of sputtered Pt. It may be possible to reach even high
performance by decreasing the sputtered Pt layer even further. PEDOT-TsO resulted in
quite good catalytic activity as well. The differences in RCE with the different layers
show clearly in the i-V curves (Figure 4.3): with PEDOT-PSS the i-V curve was quite
flat near OC whereas with sputtered Pt and PEDOT-TsO it was much steeper. Hence, η
of the PEDOT-TsO cells was in fact more than 50 % lower compared to the others. The
performance of the polymer catalysts is in agreement with the literature [34].
The best deposition method depends both on the catalyst material and on the substrate:
For instance regarding the application of PEDOT-TsO, a thick, almost non-transparent
film was needed with spraying to reach the same RCE achieved with a thin, highly
transparent thin film prepared with spin-coating (Publication VI). In Publication I, it is
shown that the StS CEs prepared with thermal platinization gave large RCE whereas for
glass cells the technique is regarded as one of the best. RCE of StS CE cells was in fact
so large that it resulted in s-shape curvature near the open circuit in the i-V curves
(Figure S3 in Publication I), which is typical for a large RCE. The s-shape curvature can
also been seen in Figure 4.3 and in Publication VI in the DSCs with no catalyst layer.
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Figure 4.3 i-V curves of DSCs with glass PE and ITO-PET CE with different catalyst
layers. The straight lines refer to PE illumination and the dotted lines to CE illumination.
Data is from Publication VI.

The catalyst layer must also be properly attached because detached catalyst particles
may form recombination centers in the TiO2 layer. In Publication VI, the physical
attachment of PEDOT-TsO was detected to be poorer compared to sputtered Pt in tape
tests. The DSCs with PEDOT-TsO had lower VOC and iSC compared those with
sputtered Pt (Figure 4.3). Since the differences could not be explained with optics or
RCE, the catalyst layer had presumably contaminated the TiO2 layer.

4.2.2

Electrolyte (Publication VI)

The resistance Zd caused by diffusion of the electrolyte at the CE contributes to the fill
factor losses. Since I3- ions in the electrolyte absorb light in the wavelength range less
than 500 nm, the electrolyte causes also optical losses [35]. The other electrolyte
components used in this work are practically transparent at least in the wavelengths of
visible light. In the PE illuminated cells, some of the incident light is absorbed by the
electrolyte in the pores of the TiO2 layer. In the CE illuminated cells, there is also the
bulk electrolyte layer causing optical losses. Therefore, the losses by the electrolyte and
also the need for optimization are much greater in the case of the CE illuminated cells
compared to the PE illuminated cells.
The optical losses caused by I3- in the electrolyte are to some extent dependent on the
current passing through the cell. This is because the local concentration of I3- depends
on both the applied current and the distance from the electrode. In practice, when
increasing the cell current, a larger part of I3- moves from the bulk electrolyte layer to
the TiO2 film [36]. The shift of I3- in the working conditions decreases the optical losses
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in the CE illuminated cells whereas in the PE illuminated cells the optical losses
increase.
The two easiest ways to decrease the amount of I3- shadowing the PE are to decrease the
bulk electrolyte layer thickness and to lower the I3- concentration as shown in our
previous work [37]. The reduction of the bulk electrolyte is in general beneficial since it
eases the mass transport in the electrolyte. The reduction of I3- concentration is by
contrast restricted since there needs to be enough I3- to transport the current in working
conditions. When the concentration of one charge carrier species goes to zero at one
electrode, the current through the cell cannot be increased further and thus the limiting
current is reached. The limiting current ilim of DSCs is proportional to the distance
between the electrodes l, the diffusion coefficient of I3- DI3-, and the concentration of I3cI3- [38]:
ilim =

2nFD I 3− c I 3−
l

(8)

where n is the number of electrons transferred in each reaction (here 2), and F is the
Faraday constant. In practice, the limiting current should be at least about 50 % higher
compared to the cell current in working conditions in order to have efficient charge
transfer in the electrolyte. With this kind of simple adjustments in the bulk electrolyte
layer thickness and in I3- concentration, iSC was increased by 15 % in the StS PE cells as
shown in Figure 4.4.
A more exotic way of reducing the electrolyte color, bleaching, was tested in
Publication VI. The idea in bleaching is to convert the highly absorbing I3- ions to
colorless IO- ions with a base [35]. Although the bleached electrolyte had high
transparency, the charge transfer reactions slowed down to the extent that the net result
in the efficiency was negative as described in more detail in Publication VI.
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Figure 4.4 i-V curves of glass solar cells with different I3- concentration in the electrolyte
and distance between the electrodes in CE illumination.
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In addition to the performance, also the stability and safety of the electrolyte need to be
taken into account in the designing of the electrolyte. The solvent used in this work, 3methoxypropionitrile, is known as more robust [39] and also less toxic compared to
other commonly used alternatives such as acetonitrile. A hazard related to the DSCs is
that electrolyte may leak out of the cell in the case of a physical breakage. By using gel
and ionic liquid electrolytes instead of liquid electrolytes, this may be prevented. As
noted in Publication VI and described also in Figure 4.4, gelling of the electrolyte
reduced VOC about 20 mV, but optically the gel and liquid electrolyte were very similar
resulting in equal iSC. The viscosity of the ionic liquid electrolytes is much higher than
of normal liquid and gel electrolytes and hence the charge transfer is not as efficient. To
gain sufficiently high ilim with ionic liquid electrolytes, I3- concentration needs to be
very high. This increases optical losses in particular in the CE illuminated cells. Hence,
if the ionic liquid electrolytes do not additionally improve some other cell
characteristics such as lifetime, gelling is a better option to the mechanically stabilize
the electrolyte in the CE illuminated cells.

4.2.3

Dyed TiO2 layer (Publication II and VI)

The light absorption in the dyed TiO2 films follows the Beer-Lambert law which means
for the normal PE illuminated cells that the amount of photons absorbed by the film
decreases as the distance from the PE substrate increases. In other words, the light
absorption in the PE illuminated cells is largest near the PE substrate. The situation is
the opposite in the CE illuminated cell in which the light absorption is the smallest near
the PE substrate. The closer the electrons are injected to the PE substrate, the higher is
the probability of electron collection. Hence, light absorption near the PE substrate, as it
is with the PE illuminated cells, is preferable. If the TiO2 film is of very good quality
meaning that electron lifetime τeff is long, electron collection should not be a problem
even if the electron is absorbed and injected far from the PE substrate. Typically
sintered TiO2 films have good characteristics.
Current collection is, however, a significant issue in the case of the low temperature
treated PE, such as those made on plastic. Typically the necking of the TiO2 particles is
not as good with low temperature methods which results in poorer performance as
shown in Publication II. The issues related to the electron collection in the low
temperature pressed films has been discussed in detail by Halme et al. [32]. With
optimization of the TiO2 particle size, the solvent, and the treatments for the low
temperature treated TiO2 film respectable 7.4 % cell efficiency has been achieved [40].
The light absorption is often increased by reflecting the light back to the photoactive
layer after it has once passed though it. In the glass and plastic cells, this can be done,
for instance, simply by placing a back reflector such as a mirror behind the cell. In the
StS cells, the StS substrate serves as a back reflector [11, 41]. In the glass cells, the back
reflector is most commonly integrated to the TiO2 layer by using two different kinds of
TiO2 layers [4]: the first layer has low reflectance and the second one high reflectance
so that the second layer reflects the light back to the first layer.
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Figure 4.5 IPCE spectra of the black and the N3 dyes [42], transmittance of the electrolyte,
and AM1.5G solar spectral irradiance. Data is from Publication VI.

The differences in the light direction affect also the selection of the dye: The CE
illuminated cells cannot utilize the low wavelengths efficiently due to high absorption
by the electrolyte in that spectral range (Figure 4.5). However, in the high wavelengths,
there are practically no optical losses by the electrolyte (Figure 4.5). Thus, it would be
convenient to improve the utilization of the high wavelengths in the CE illuminated
cells (Publication VI). This could be done, for instance, by using a black dye (Figure
4.5) instead of commonly used red dyes, such as N3 (Figure 4.5) and N-719. The black
dye does not, however, adhere to the TiO2 layer as efficiently as the red dyes [43] and to
reach the same amount of injected electrons, a thicker TiO2 layer is required in the case
of the black dye compared to the red dyes. In the CE illuminated cells, the increase of
the TiO2 layer thickness results in that the electrons are injected on average even further
from PE substrate which may cause problems in the electron harvesting.

4.3

Scaling Up

A few demo DSCs with a larger area (substrate size 6 × 6 cm) were prepared during this
thesis work although they were not included in the Publications of this thesis. A demo
cell with StS PE and plastic CE is presented in Figure 4.6. In further tests conducted
mainly by others in the group, some changes were made to the demo cells; the largest
change being that the silver stripes for the current collection on the plastic CE were
printed instead of handmade as in the cell in Figure 4.6. 3.4 % efficiency was achieved
for the demo StS based DSC in the further tests [44]. In those tests, the electrolyte
contained 4-tert-butylpyridine which was shown in Publication III to cause spatial
performance losses when the standard filling method was used. Hence, by changing the
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electrolyte composition or the filling method, even higher performance than that
reported in [44] should be reached. Next, current collection and spatial performance
distribution are discussed more.

4.3.1

Current collection

Current collection is a common problem in the up-scaling of solar cells. The width of a
single conventional DSC is restricted to approximately 1 cm due to the high sheet
resistance of TCO layers (~10 Ω/Sq.) [45]. In other words, to increase the cell/module
size, current collectors need to be placed 1 cm apart from each other. The current
collectors shadow the cell and thus decrease the active area. The effect of the silvery
current collectors to the active area can be seen in Figure 4.6. The optimization of the
current collectors is analyzed in detail by Toivola et al. [44].
With sheet resistance of StS (~0.003 Ω/Sq. [6, 7]), the width of a single cell could easily
be above 10 cm. In the StS based cells, current collectors are still required for the
transparent electrode with the TCO layer as indicated also in Figure 4.6. The cell
preparation and the encapsulation would be significantly easier if current collectors
were not needed inside the cell at all. In the future, breakthroughs in nanotechnology
may lead to substantially higher conductivity of TCO layers.
Although the metal substrates are convenient since current collectors are not required on
them, there are problems in the series connection of these cells. In practice, the series
connection of a metal based DSC is impossible without cutting the substrate whereas in
the cells based completely on TCO coated substrates, it is sufficient to cut only the TCO
layer to form the series connection. If the series connection is not made, the voltage of
the module is limited to that of a single cell (VOC is typically about 0.6-0.8 V). Most
practical applications require much higher voltage than that and an up-converter is
needed.

Figure 4.6 Example of a StS DSC with a larger active area.
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4.3.2

Spatial performance distribution (Publication III)

In addition to the conventional up-scaling problems with current collection discussed
above, spatial performance distribution may also cause significant losses. In Publication
III, a segmented cell design was introduced to analyze the spatial distribution of all the
photovoltaic characteristics. There was a clear variation, about 10-20 %, not only in iSC
but also in VOC (Publication III).
The even decrease of VOC along segmented cell led to the hypothesis that the effect
could be connected to the electrolyte filling as described by Figure 4.7. The hypothesis
was found correct since the cell performance could be manipulated by changing the
position of the electrolyte filling hole (Publication III). The problem was further linked
with the uneven adsorption of 4-tert-butylpyrine, a common additive in DSC
electrolytes, in the filling process (Publication III).
The performance loss due to the uneven spatial distribution was highly significant since
in the case of a 4-segment cell with an active area of 1.2 cm2, the efficiency loss due to
the spatial effects was already 20 % (Publication III). To improve the performance of
large area DSCs, it is essential to eliminate these losses. Since the spatial variation was
connected to the electrolyte filling and a certain electrolyte component, the study of the
alternative electrolyte filling methods and/or electrolyte compositions is called for.
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Figure 4.7 i-V curves of the different segments in a 4-segment cell. The segment nearest to
the electrolyte filling hole is marked with S1. The other segments are numbered
consecutively towards the other end of the cell. The numbering order is indicated with the
arrow.
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4.4

Stability of Stainless Steel Based Dye Solar Cells

Since high efficiencies can be reached with flexible DSCs (record 8.6 % [13]), the focus
of the study should be turned to the lifetime of the cells. In the Publications I and IV-VI,
the stability of the StS based DSCs is examined. The lifetime analysis of the plastic
substrate was not included in this work. It is, however, an important subject for the
development of flexible DSCs and hence it should be examined in further studies.
Considering the stability of StS substrates, the passing of the electrolyte soaking tests
[6-8] is only a basic stability requirement and as such it does not prove the stability of
the complete DSC based on StS. Indeed, the StS based DSCs showed poorer stability
compared to the glass based cells as noted in Publications IV-VI, see also Figure 4.8.
The instability of the StS CE cells has been mentioned in literature and there it was
linked to sealing problems [6]. It has also been suggested that StS cells might be subject
to corrosion [33] and that StS PE substrate may result in significant leakage current
[11]. Furthermore, it has been recommended to retain from contacting DSC components
with metals to avoid possible surface contamination of PE TiO2 layer by harmful metal
oxides [46]. On this ground, preparing DSCs on metals contains many questions. In this
contribution electrochemical and spectroscopic analyses of the StS based DSCs is made
to clarify these issues.
The initial state (Figure 4.8, A) of the StS cells was studied in Publication I and in
Chapter 4.4.1. The stability related to the initial state covers the reactions from the cell
preparation to the first measurements. The rapid degradation of the StS PE cells (Figure
4.8, B) was examined with the novel segmented cell method in the Publication IV
(Chapter 4.4.2). In Publication V, it was found that the StS CE cells are not stable
either, and their aging was linked with corrosion (Chapter 4.4.2 and Figure 4.8, C).
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Figure 4.8 iSC as function of time in typical StS PE, StS CE, and glass cells. The ovals
marked with letters A-C refer to different phases in the degradation. Part of data is from
Publication V.
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4.4.1

Initial stability (Publication I)

In Publication I, the initial performance of StS based cells and the effect of the stainless
steel to other cell components was examined. In order to perform quantitative
comparison of the components, a method to calculate a single impedance component i-V
curve on the basis of the whole cell EIS response was needed. It should be noticed that
if the EIS data would have been analyzed in the commonly used way i.e. as function of
external cell voltage, it would have resulted in different, erroneous, conclusions.
With the calculations explained in detail in Publication I, it could be determined that the
StS PE substrate increased the recombination current from the dyed TiO2 layer (Figure
4.9). Interestingly, the StS CE did not affect the initial performance of the PE. The
mechanism through which the StS PE substrate affected the TiO2 layer is still unclear.
StS substrate affecting other cell components can either refer to a steady characteristic
or, as more likely, to arising stability problem.
The possibility that the StS might cause surface contamination to the TiO2 layer with
metal oxides, such as iron oxide forming recombination centers as suggested in
literature [46], was investigated in Publication I. A direct evidence of surface
contamination of TiO2 layer by a contact to a metal object has not been presented in
literature. In Publication I, some glass PEs were pressed against StS during the sintering
to cause surface contamination. Their performance did not, however, differ from the
normally made glass DSCs indicating that there was not at least significant surface
contamination. In addition to that, the iSC values of the StS cells were equal to those of
the glass cells when illuminated from the same direction which also implies that there is
no contamination by the StS cells that would affect the photovoltaic performance
(Publication I). Note that these contamination tests apply only for the initial state.
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Figure 4.9 Polarization curves of StS PE and glass PE calculated based on EIS data and
measured curves of dyed StS substrate and dyed glass substrate. Error bars indicate the
standard deviation and they are shown when larger than the marker size. Data is from
Publication I.
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4.4.2

Fast degradation (Publication IV)

The StS PE cells were subject to very fast degradation: in a few hours under
illumination the StS PE cells experienced about 80 % loss of iSC (Publication IV). The
StS PE cells were sealed similarly to the StS CE cells which remained stable that period
of time. Hence, the aging of the StS PE cells could not be due to insufficient sealing.
There were no visual changes in the StS PE cells that would correspond to this
performance loss (Publication IV). For instance, in the case of corrosion, I3- typically
reacts with the metal resulting in a clear color loss in the electrolyte [6, 8]. The SEM
and EDS analyses showed changes neither in the surface structure nor in the
composition of the StS PE (Publication IV). These results imply that the aging of the
StS PE cells was not due to corrosion either.
Both OCVD and EIS measurements indicated increased recombination from the StS PE
(Publication IV). This led to the hypothesis that the aging of the StS PE cells might be
due to contamination of the TiO2 layer. Note, that SEM and EDS cannot detect small
quantities of small particles (diameter less than 1 nm) and the contamination tests
presented in Publication I apply for the initial state only. Thus, based on these tests the
possibility of contamination cannot be completely excluded.
To further analyze the mechanisms leading to the StS PE cell degradation and the
possibility of contamination, segmented cell design was developed for aging studies in
Publication IV. In the segment cell tests, the focus was on the participation of the
electrolyte to the aging process. The idea in the segmented cell tests was that if there
were significant changes in the electrolyte during the aging of the StS PE cells, they
should transfer from a StS PE segment to the reference glass segment as explained in
Publication IV and Chapter 3.1.2. The performance of the reference glass segmented
was compared to that of 2-segment cells composed of two glass segments. No changes
in the reference glass cell could, however, be detected (Publication IV).
The adsorption of the contaminating material in the StS PE segments might, however,
prevent it from occurring in the reference glass segment. To study this possibility, the
probability of the adsorption was reduced by decreasing the amount of active area in the
StS segment. In practice, the large surface area TiO2 photoelectrode film was left out of
the StS segment. To mimic the DCS performance, the dyed StS substrate was polarized.
The polarized StS substrates did not affect the glass segment either.
The two different segmented cell tests both indicate that the electrolyte was neither
contaminated nor was subjected to other significant changes that would itself cause the
rapid degradation of the StS PE cells. Interestingly, according to the Publications I and
IV, the degradation of the StS PE cells was not due to any of the reasons suggested in
the literature [6, 11, 33, 46]. Thus, further work is needed to determine the mechanisms
leading to the short lifetime of the StS PE cells.
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4.4.3

Slow degradation (Publication V)

The lifetime of the StS CE was considerably longer compared to the StS PE cells as
noted in Publications IV and VI and as illustrated in Figure 4.8. The StS CE cells show,
however, much poorer stability compared to glass cells (Figure 4.8). A steady decrease
in the performance of StS CE cells has been reported in literature [6], and the effect was
suggested to be caused by insufficient encapsulation. Contrary to that, here the StS CE
cells were completely stable for about a week, but after the stable period the cells
suffered from a rapid degradation affecting mostly iSC (Publication V). In addition to the
decrease of iSC, a simultaneous loss of electrolyte color was detected and it was
followed by formation of black spots in the cell (Publication V).
The aging of the StS CE cells was linked with general corrosion (Publication V):
Firstly, the color loss of the electrolyte is typical for metal corrosion in DSC electrolyte
[6, 8]. Secondly, SEM analysis revealed presence of evident corrosion pit holes on the
StS CE substrate (Figure 4.10). Thirdly, EDS elementary analysis proved that the black
spots on the PE of the StS CE cells were composed of StS metals and iodine, and hence
they were apparent corrosion residues.
To stabilize StS CE cells, a corrosion protection layer is needed. Alternatively, the
electrolyte composition could be changed to less aggressive; for instance, some solid
state polymer electrolytes could be suitable.

Figure 4.10 SEM image of the surface of the aged StS CE. The pit holes are marked with
arrows.
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5 Conclusions and Summary
In this thesis, the technological aspects related to the production of larger area flexible
dye solar were examined to find the factors that limit the performance and stability. The
study is centered around the substrate. First, electrochemical characterization of the
substrates was made. Second, optimization of the other cell components in the different
cell configurations were examined taking into account the restrictions that the substrates
cause (direction of light, limitations in the temperature treatments etc.). Third, upscaling issues i.e. current collection, focusing on differences between metal and TCO
substrates, and uneven performance distribution were studied. Fourth, the stability
issues related to the cells based on stainless steel substrates were examined.
The largest problems were seen in the area of stability: The aging was serious in the dye
solar cells with stainless steel photoelectrode as they degraded in a matter of hours
under illumination. The dye solar cells with stainless steel counter electrode suffer from
insufficient stability as well, since the cell lifetime was only about a week under
illumination.
In the case of stainless steel counter electrode cells, there were multiple changes that
related the aging of the stainless steel counter electrode cells to general corrosion: the
loss of electrolyte color indicating loss of tri-iodide, pit holes on the StS that are typical
for corrosion, and apparent corrosion residues on the PE. Contrary to the stainless steel
counter electrode cells, the mechanisms resulting in the degradation of the stainless steel
photoelectrode cells remain unclear. According to visual observations as well as SEM
and EDS analyses, there was no corrosion in the stainless steel photoelectrode cells. The
initial studies as well as the later segmented cell studies showed no sign of
contamination either. With segmented cells, it could be also determined that there were
no changes in the electrolyte that would cause the aging. Thus, the systematic analysis
of the stainless steel photoelectrode cells needs to be continued to determine their
degradation mechanisms.
Significant problems were found also in the field of up-scaling. A previously unknown
loss factor affecting the whole DSCs research field, spatial performance distribution
occurring in the electrolyte filling, was discovered in this work. A novel segmented cell
configuration was introduced to acquire spatially resolved i-V data. The spatial
distribution losses are very important as in a small cell with active area of 1.2 cm2 the
losses by the uneven 4-tert-butylpyridine distribution were already 20 %. Since the
spatial distribution problems were detected to be related to a specific filling method and
an electrolyte component, alternative filling methods or electrolyte compositions are
logical areas of future study.
Both StS and ITO-PET are at least as good substrates as FTO-glass regarding
recombination, and for high light intensity applications no blocking layers are needed
on either of them. If the cells are designed to operate mainly at low intensities such as
indoors, a blocking layer is useful in increasing the cell voltage, for instance the 4 nm
TiO2 layer on ITO-PET increased VOC even as much as 50 % at very low light
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intensities. The performance of the blocking layer may even improve if the thickness is
reduced. A thinner layer would also be better in regard to manufacturing as the
preparation time would be shorter.
Good low temperature counter electrodes and electrolyte compositions to be used in the
counter electrode illuminated cells, e.g. stainless steel photoelectrode cells, were found.
The preparation of low temperature TiO2 layer for plastic photoelectrodes still has room
for improvement.
The thesis also produced achievements in the methodological side, namely by the
introduction of the segmented cell design and by the presentation of how to reach
quantitative EIS analysis. The purpose of both segmented cell method and EIS is to
decouple the effect of different cell components on the cell performance. Both methods
are non-destructive and therefore they can be used also for continuous examination of
the cell performance. The theoretical principles of the techniques are very different and
therefore they are largely complementary as indicated in Publication V.
The quantitative method to analyze EIS data as a function of cell current was presented
and the conventional methods were shown to be insufficient and even misleading. By
employing this technique, it could be determined that the StS PE substrate had increased
the recombination from the PE while the StS CE had not. The effect could not be caused
by the increased recombination from the substrate since the recombination losses from
the StS PE substrate are smaller compared to those from conventional TCO glass
substrate. Hence, the StS PE substrate appears to have affected the dyed TiO2 film.
The segment cell method was useful since it provided spatial distribution data of all the
photovoltaic parameters whereas the previous techniques showed only the distribution
of the photocurrent. Hence, it could be directly calculated how large the losses are that
the spatial distribution causes to the cell efficiency. The segmented cell method for
aging studies is a good technique for the examination of those degradation effects that
are transmitted by the electrolyte. In Publication IV, the reactions with the electrolyte
and stainless steel substrate were examined. The same principles can be used for several
other aging problems, such as dye desorption.
In conclusion, one of the most critical issues related to the flexible dye solar cells is the
stability as reaching high cell performance with flexible DSCs substrates is not a
problem anymore. In regard to stainless steel based cells, a longer cell lifetime is
needed. In the case of the cells with stainless steel photoelectrode, continuing the
systematic analysis to determine the aging mechanisms might be the best way to solve
the degradation problem. As the mechanism causing the aging of the stainless steel
counter electrode cell is known, the next step is to find a suitable protective layer or an
electrolyte composition to avoid the corrosion. An important issue is also the
determination of the lifetime of the plastic electrodes. More aging studies in the DSC
field are in general needed and the segmented cell design will be useful in the
examination of cell degradation in the future.
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